A dult literacy teachers are usually well aware that learners below grade equivalent (GE) 4 need instruction in word analysis and word recognition. However, they often do not realize that many adults above GE 4 may also need to improve their decoding and fluency if they are to make smooth progress toward higher levels of reading.

In the Harvard Adult Reading Laboratory, we have found that adults at the GE 4 to 6 level make markedly slower progress than those with slightly higher GE 7 to 8 decoding abilities. In addition, studies that have analyzed the word recognition, phonemic awareness, and, in some instances, the spelling abilities of adult literacy students, have focused exclusively on native speakers of English (NSE), even though substantial numbers of nonnative speakers of English (NNSE) are enrolled in adult basic education (ABE).

Possible differences between NSE and NNSE led us to three research questions: Would the pattern of relatively stronger print versus meaning skills in NNSE emerge in the GE 4 to 6 data? Would the pattern of relatively stronger meaning versus print skills in NSE emerge in the GE 4 to 6 data? When matched for word recognition and pseudoword decoding, would the patterns of word recognition errors made by NSE differ from those made by NNSE in the GE 4 to 6 data? We then examined a fourth question: Do the patterns of word recognition errors of NNSE differ depending on whether their exposure to English took place before or after age 12?

Methodology
We focused on the 212 of the 676 learners in the Adult Reading Components Study (ARCS) who scored between GE 4 and 6 in word recognition. The ARCS described the reading of a large sample of adult literacy learners in ways that would be useful to policymakers, practitioners, and curriculum designers. The ARCS battery included a 66-item questionnaire and 17 separate reading assessments, including the following measures used to address our four research questions: Diagnostic Assessments of Reading (DAR), DAR Word Recognition, DAR Silent Reading Comprehension, Word Attack, and Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test-III. The comparisons here are based on secondary analyses of these descriptive data.

Error Analysis
We conducted error analysis on the last and highest level GE of the DAR Word Recognition lists that each participant read. We classified errors in three categories: correct, phonetically plausible substitutions, and phonetically implausible substitutions. To be considered a correct response, all elements corresponding to dictionary pronunciations had to be present, including correct stress and phoneme productions. NSE’s regional pronunciation differences were counted as correct, as were NNSE’s slight deviations from certain difficult English sounds and short vowel sounds. Phonetically plausible substitutions were those with all phonemes and syllables pronounced in a way that was plausible according to English phonics. Phonetically implausible substitutions included all other miscues that did not result in real words, such as omitting
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Key Findings
- Highly similar scores on decoding tests do not necessarily mean people use similar decoding strategies.
- The error patterns of native English speakers and nonnative English speakers differ.
- Error patterns among nonnative English speakers differ depending whether exposure to English took place before or after age 12.
- As readers, the nonnative English speakers in our study more closely resemble normally developing younger readers, whereas the native English speakers more closely resemble children with learning disabilities.

Implications for Practitioners
- Adult literacy centers should consider offering different approaches to accommodate the needs of different kinds of intermediate readers.
- Teachers need to know not only the phonics principles adult learners appear to have mastered but also those they use with automaticity when they read.

Implications for Researchers
- Future research should analyze both phonetically regular and nonphonetic words.
- A more fine-grained error classification system could be beneficial.
- It would be useful to explore whether the word recognition error patterns also emerge in oral reading of connected text.
syllables or phonemes (e.g., imaginative for imaginative, judicial for judicial), adding syllables or phonemes (e.g., grudge for grudge, heroic for heroic), or substituting a phonetically implausible syllable or phoneme (e.g., permanate or permanent, tragadly for tragedy). This category also included instances when NNSE substituted complete native language pronunciations for English cognates. The final category, substitutions of real English words, included miscues such as immorality for immortality, acquainted for acquaintance, and collaborate for celebrate.

Findings
We found that NSE and NNSE showed different error patterns, even when their word attack (pseudoword) means and distributions were virtually identical. There was no significant difference in the two groups for substitutions of phonetically implausible words. There were differences, however, between NNSE who learned English before and after age 12. Those who learned English after age 12 made 2.3 times as many phonetically plausible substitutions as did those who learned English before age 12, and those who learned before age 12 made 2.9 times as many real-word substitutions as did those who learned after age 12. Taken together with their educational histories, the error patterns of the NNSE who learned English before age 12 indicate that they may have decoding difficulties similar to those of the NSE.

As might be expected, NSE appear significantly stronger than NNSE in silent reading comprehension. The NNSE had equivalent scores in the print and meaning aspects of reading rather than print skills strength, whereas the native speakers showed greater strength in meaning versus print scores. However, when silent reading comprehension is held constant, the print skills of NSE are significantly lower than the NNSE print skills.

Overall, the NNSE in ABE classes more resemble normally developing younger readers, whereas NSE more resemble children with reading disabilities whose print skills lag behind their meaning skills.

Implications for Instruction
Increasingly, adult literacy centers have come to realize that NSE and NNSE in ABE classes have different needs. NSE tend to need decoding instruction, teachers who work with GE 4 to 6 adults need to know not only the phonics principles their students appear to have mastered, but also the phonics principles they actually use with automaticity when they read.

Finally, the results suggest that highly similar achievement scores do not necessarily mean all students within that scoring range use similar decoding strategies for real words. To design effective instruction, teachers who work with GE 4 to 6 adults need to know not only the phonics principles their students appear to have mastered, but also the phonics principles they actually use with automaticity when they read.

Implications for Research
Of the 30 words on the DAR GE 5, 6, and 7 word recognition lists, only one could not be classified as phonetically regular. It would be helpful to know whether the differences we observed between NSE and NNSE error patterns were influenced by the types of words.

We also wonder whether our error classification categories might have influenced the results. Although the real-word substitution category is straightforward, our phonetically plausible category was very strict. A more fine-grained classification system that tracked partially correct or partially plausible errors might prove useful in further understanding the apparent differences in the decoding strategies of NSE and NNSE.

Finally, it would be helpful to explore whether the NSE and NNSE error patterns in word recognition would emerge in oral reading of connected text. Such research might also provide a better window into the word recognition strategies the two groups might be using in silent reading.
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